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1) !far Bennis, V/97 
leyeleeeeetyeteeee 	 reet:401pdate you and 

to call what is for no a problem to your attention. 

As you may recall, before you loft for 6npand i was twice hospitalized for 
concontive heart failure and more other things than it is good to think about. 

The local critical care exnort who rushed me to Hopkins the second time haa since 
N told til and me twice that he did not expect me to turvive and that I have cantiues 
1 

to surprise him. The local dermatologist tu whom I go because two of the medications 

that 'see;, me alove cause intense itching says she is amazed when I walk into 

her office). But gradueally 1 weaken even more. I was hpspitalized locally about 

two weeks ago and all tests :;ere OK. They made a series of others and my not 

ha:ing hJard about them tells me they disclosed nothing. Actually, other than 
their amazement i'vo learaec lothing from my doctors. But I'm glad for what sur-
prised them and to the degree possible I've made use of it. 

If you have not yet. beard of to outrage by 1:ermit Hall, of the ARLIBMprou 
Will. It led me to rush what evolved into a boc.4—length eanuscript that Jerry 

licEnight volunteered to retype and he is nett/making  the correctiosn I indicated 
d_t in it. I think that with - s indecency by that subjectematter ignoramus& ',rt.,' 

Al( 
1 it  

despite my limitationu I di what will be as close as will be done to the ARO 
1 

as Whitewash did to the C. Jerry will supply disks when it is done. 
I have no recollectiou of the first epilogue to Waketh being retyped but 

I did a second that is several hundred pages long. Tt has been ret:ped and I await 

the woman the did the rutyuing to pick it up to make those corrections. 

It has been some time since I write Jamie, who is undou4edlbusy with 

having moved, to ask if she can remove what she should not have put in the 

retyped verngon to begin with, citations to the rough draft. The /daces of the 

retyped version were to have been put in the ronghTdraft and all others did that. 
She seams like a fine parson. It wont over all she sent rapidly and have it all 
at one plane. I always snake copies before 1.  put anything in the mail in case 
something happens and su I can answer questions. If some of that which should 
not have boon put in the retyped copy can be removed by computer it can save me 

much copying teat right nc' I'm :yet not up to. She ban no responded on thin. 
/ 

But if it cannot be done that way it wel3lell have to be copied and then sent hert  
qlat box is atop of the hox that holds all the rest of that monster, if I am hot., 
able to do the meteegineet copying. 

"cut ti yon. both, 

/ fy 


